ASGCO NEW REDESIGNED WEBSITE!

ASGCO® Complete Conveyor Solutions launched its newly redesigned website which was designed by ASGCO's Marketing department. The primary goal during the redesign was to create a more valuable, user-centric and responsive resource across all platforms and devices. The updated menu design makes navigation simple and intuitive, helping users have a better overall experience.

www.asgco.com

BUNTING –HEAVY DUTY MAGSLIDE CONVEYOR

BUNTING announces that their new Magslide Magnetic Conveyor is built to handle the tough magnetic conveying jobs. Dirty and oily metal chips, parts, jagged or abrasive scrap, and other punishing materials that could damage or jam conventional belted or steel hinged conveyors are no challenge for Buntings ruggedly constructed MagSlide conveyors. For more information on MagSlide Conveyor visit:

www.buntingmagnetics.com

MARTIN ENGINEERING—NEW CONVEYOR BELT CLEANER DESIGN!

Martin Engineering announces a new conveyor belt cleaner has been designed with an innovative method of holding the urethane blade in place without the need to mill any slots for holding pins. Combining the benefits of previous designs into one product, the QC1+™ Belt Cleaner from Martin Engineering can be cut to length to fit virtually any application, reducing the need for customers to stock multiple blade sizes to accommodate different belt widths. Operators simply trim the blade to the desired size from the stock 9-foot (2.74) meter) length to match the material path, slide in the blade holders and lock them in position. The blade can be retrofitted to virtually any Martin main frame and most competing designs. For more information go to their website at: www.martin-eng.com

TIMKEN RINGS CLOSING BELL FOR NYSE!

The TIMKEN COMPANY Celebrates 120th Anniversary by Ringing NYSE Closing Bell!

www.timken.com